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Proposi*on Extrac*on 
Argumenta*ve Discourse Unit (ADU) Segmenta*on 
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• Original text is segmented into ADUs 
• Argumentative structure as relations between the ADUs

Prior Work 
• Definitions of ADU boundaries  

Stab and Gurevych, 2014; Stede et al., 2016; Peldszus and Stede, 2015; Al-Khatib et al., 2016 
• Methods for auto-segmentation  

Eger et al., 2017; Ajjour et al., 2017; Persing and Ng, 2016
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Limita*ons of  
Segmenta*on-based ADUs

• ADUs may lack important semantic information 
▶ Referents of anaphors 

(A) She (Alice) complained to me (Bob). 

(B) Bob is upset. 
▶ Subject of a phrase 

(A) Alice knows Bob well but (B) kept the secret. 
(C) Bob should appreciate that.
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Limita*ons of  
Segmenta*on-based ADUs

• ADUs may completely miss implicit propositions 
▶ Reported speech 

(A) The doctor said we need more magnesium. 
▶ Questions 

(A) Why would you spend your valuable money on tax? 

(B) Tax is a waste for nothing. 
▶ Imperatives 

(A) Don't spend your valuable money on tax. 

(B) Tax is a waste for nothing.
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• What NLP challenges are there to obtain 
complete propositions? 

• Can we get semantically improved propositions 
using standard NLP techniques?
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Data
• 2016 U.S. presidential debates (Visser et al., 2019) 

▶ Inference Anchoring Theory (Reed and Budzynska, 2011 ) 
▶ 8,008 locutions (278 reported speech, 565 questions) 
▶ Cohen's kappa: 0.610
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(1) Segment utterance 
into locutions (ADUs)

(2) Identify illocutionary acts 
instantiated by the locutions

(3) Annotate 
propositions
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▶ Dep: F1-score of dependency tuples 
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▶ Noun: F1-score of nouns
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speech content is an imperative; if so, extract
its propositional content.

6. Subject reconstruction: Reconstruct the
missing subject, if any, of the locution or
speech content.

7. Revision: Make additional adjustments nec-
essary for final propositions.

5 Method

In this section, we describe how to formulate the
task of each module as a computational problem,
and present various approaches with their perfor-
mance. Each module is evaluated separately on
the ground truth data, instead of using the result of
the previous module. This setting prevents error
propagation and helps to evaluate the performance
of each module more accurately. Some methods
we use are based on machine learning and thus
requires a split of training and test sets. Hence,
we randomly split the entire corpus into five folds
and conduct cross validation with the same folds
throughout the paper.

Extensive experiments are focused on anaphora
resolution, locution extraction, subject reconstruc-
tion, and revision. For the other modules, we
present baseline models or experimental sketches,
leaving room for improvement for future work.

5.1 Module: AnaphoraResolution

Anaphora resolution is based on Stanford
CoreNLP 3.8.0. Yet, blindly applying it induces
several challenges, such as incorrect resolution of
speakers/hearers (this information may be often
missing in the text), resolution of non-pronouns,
and errors inherent in the tool. To rectify these
challenges, we decompose the task into the
following subtasks.

• 1st-person singular: Replace I, my, me,
mine with the speaker’s name.

• 2nd-person singular: Replace you, your,
yours with the previous turn’s speaker name.

• 3rd-person singular gender: Resolve he,
his, him, she, her, hers using CoreNLP.

• 3rd-person singular gender-neutral: Re-
solve it, that using CoreNLP.

• 3rd-person plural: Resolve they, their, them,
theirs using CoreNLP.

Inaccurate anaphora resolution can rather distort
the original meaning of text. Hence, the goal here
is to find the best combination of the subtasks. The
first two subtasks are applied only to TV debates,

BLEU Dep Dep-SO Noun

Locution (no resol) 69.3 .651 .558 .714
CoreNLP 62.8 .617 .538 .704
1S 70.1 .657 .589 .748
1S+2S 69.7 .655 .583 .746
1S+3SG 69.3 .654 .601 .757
1S+3SG+3SN 68.5 .649 .592 .756

Table 1: Performance of anaphora resolution. (1S:
1st-person singular, 2S: 2nd-person singular, 3SG:
3rd-person singular gender, 3SN: 3rd-person singular
gender-neutral, Dep: Dependency, Dep-SO: Depen-
dency for subjects and objects.)

as Reddit user names have not been resolved in the
corpus. All possessive pronouns are replaced with
references suffixed with ’s (e.g., his ! Trump’s).

For evaluation, we assume that effective
anaphora resolution would make a locution more
“similar” to the annotated proposition. Hence,
we compare the similarities between a locution
and the annotated proposition before and after
anaphora resolution, using the following metrics:

• BLEU: Generic string similarity based on n-
grams (n = 1, 2, 3, 4).

• F1-score of dependency tuples: String sim-
ilarity based on dependencies. Less sensitive
than BLEU to the exact locations of words.

• F1-score of nsubj/dobj dependency tuples:
Rough semantic information pieces repre-
senting who did what to whom/what.

• F1-score of nouns: How accurately
anaphora resolution retrieves nouns (as our
anaphora resolution replaces only nouns).

Result
As shown in Table 1, blindly applying CoreNLP
(row 2) significantly hurts all similarity measures
(compared to row 1). In contrast, speaker resolu-
tion (row 3) plays a key role in improving all mea-
sures over original locutions, especially seman-
tic information (subject/object) and nouns. Addi-
tional resolution of hearers (row 4) does not help,
as you is used in a more general way than referring
specifically to the hearer.

Resolving 3rd-person gender pronouns (row 5)
further improves performance for semantic infor-
mation and noun retrieval over speaker resolution,
at the expense of slightly lower BLEU and depen-
dency similarites. Additional resolution of it, its,
and that turns out to rather hurt performance.

For argument mining, it may be desired to re-
solve as many anaphors as possible unless the

• Subtasks 
▶ 1p Sing: {I, my, me, mine} → speaker's name 
▶ 2p: {you, your, yours} → previous speaker's name 
▶ 3p Sing Gender: {he, his, him, she, her, hers} → CoreNLP 
▶ 3p Sing Gender-Neutral: {it, that} → CoreNLP

• Challenges: "You" / "it, that"
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speech content is an imperative; if so, extract
its propositional content.

6. Subject reconstruction: Reconstruct the
missing subject, if any, of the locution or
speech content.

7. Revision: Make additional adjustments nec-
essary for final propositions.

5 Method

In this section, we describe how to formulate the
task of each module as a computational problem,
and present various approaches with their perfor-
mance. Each module is evaluated separately on
the ground truth data, instead of using the result of
the previous module. This setting prevents error
propagation and helps to evaluate the performance
of each module more accurately. Some methods
we use are based on machine learning and thus
requires a split of training and test sets. Hence,
we randomly split the entire corpus into five folds
and conduct cross validation with the same folds
throughout the paper.

Extensive experiments are focused on anaphora
resolution, locution extraction, subject reconstruc-
tion, and revision. For the other modules, we
present baseline models or experimental sketches,
leaving room for improvement for future work.

5.1 Module: AnaphoraResolution

Anaphora resolution is based on Stanford
CoreNLP 3.8.0. Yet, blindly applying it induces
several challenges, such as incorrect resolution of
speakers/hearers (this information may be often
missing in the text), resolution of non-pronouns,
and errors inherent in the tool. To rectify these
challenges, we decompose the task into the
following subtasks.
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mine with the speaker’s name.

• 2nd-person singular: Replace you, your,
yours with the previous turn’s speaker name.
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his, him, she, her, hers using CoreNLP.

• 3rd-person singular gender-neutral: Re-
solve it, that using CoreNLP.

• 3rd-person plural: Resolve they, their, them,
theirs using CoreNLP.

Inaccurate anaphora resolution can rather distort
the original meaning of text. Hence, the goal here
is to find the best combination of the subtasks. The
first two subtasks are applied only to TV debates,

BLEU Dep Dep-SO Noun
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1S 70.1 .657 .589 .748
1S+2S 69.7 .655 .583 .746
1S+3SG 69.3 .654 .601 .757
1S+3SG+3SN 68.5 .649 .592 .756

Table 1: Performance of anaphora resolution. (1S:
1st-person singular, 2S: 2nd-person singular, 3SG:
3rd-person singular gender, 3SN: 3rd-person singular
gender-neutral, Dep: Dependency, Dep-SO: Depen-
dency for subjects and objects.)

as Reddit user names have not been resolved in the
corpus. All possessive pronouns are replaced with
references suffixed with ’s (e.g., his ! Trump’s).

For evaluation, we assume that effective
anaphora resolution would make a locution more
“similar” to the annotated proposition. Hence,
we compare the similarities between a locution
and the annotated proposition before and after
anaphora resolution, using the following metrics:

• BLEU: Generic string similarity based on n-
grams (n = 1, 2, 3, 4).

• F1-score of dependency tuples: String sim-
ilarity based on dependencies. Less sensitive
than BLEU to the exact locations of words.

• F1-score of nsubj/dobj dependency tuples:
Rough semantic information pieces repre-
senting who did what to whom/what.

• F1-score of nouns: How accurately
anaphora resolution retrieves nouns (as our
anaphora resolution replaces only nouns).

Result
As shown in Table 1, blindly applying CoreNLP
(row 2) significantly hurts all similarity measures
(compared to row 1). In contrast, speaker resolu-
tion (row 3) plays a key role in improving all mea-
sures over original locutions, especially seman-
tic information (subject/object) and nouns. Addi-
tional resolution of hearers (row 4) does not help,
as you is used in a more general way than referring
specifically to the hearer.

Resolving 3rd-person gender pronouns (row 5)
further improves performance for semantic infor-
mation and noun retrieval over speaker resolution,
at the expense of slightly lower BLEU and depen-
dency similarites. Additional resolution of it, its,
and that turns out to rather hurt performance.

For argument mining, it may be desired to re-
solve as many anaphors as possible unless the
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speech content is an imperative; if so, extract
its propositional content.

6. Subject reconstruction: Reconstruct the
missing subject, if any, of the locution or
speech content.

7. Revision: Make additional adjustments nec-
essary for final propositions.

5 Method

In this section, we describe how to formulate the
task of each module as a computational problem,
and present various approaches with their perfor-
mance. Each module is evaluated separately on
the ground truth data, instead of using the result of
the previous module. This setting prevents error
propagation and helps to evaluate the performance
of each module more accurately. Some methods
we use are based on machine learning and thus
requires a split of training and test sets. Hence,
we randomly split the entire corpus into five folds
and conduct cross validation with the same folds
throughout the paper.

Extensive experiments are focused on anaphora
resolution, locution extraction, subject reconstruc-
tion, and revision. For the other modules, we
present baseline models or experimental sketches,
leaving room for improvement for future work.

5.1 Module: AnaphoraResolution

Anaphora resolution is based on Stanford
CoreNLP 3.8.0. Yet, blindly applying it induces
several challenges, such as incorrect resolution of
speakers/hearers (this information may be often
missing in the text), resolution of non-pronouns,
and errors inherent in the tool. To rectify these
challenges, we decompose the task into the
following subtasks.

• 1st-person singular: Replace I, my, me,
mine with the speaker’s name.

• 2nd-person singular: Replace you, your,
yours with the previous turn’s speaker name.

• 3rd-person singular gender: Resolve he,
his, him, she, her, hers using CoreNLP.

• 3rd-person singular gender-neutral: Re-
solve it, that using CoreNLP.

• 3rd-person plural: Resolve they, their, them,
theirs using CoreNLP.

Inaccurate anaphora resolution can rather distort
the original meaning of text. Hence, the goal here
is to find the best combination of the subtasks. The
first two subtasks are applied only to TV debates,

BLEU Dep Dep-SO Noun

Locution (no resol) 69.3 .651 .558 .714
CoreNLP 62.8 .617 .538 .704
1S 70.1 .657 .589 .748
1S+2S 69.7 .655 .583 .746
1S+3SG 69.3 .654 .601 .757
1S+3SG+3SN 68.5 .649 .592 .756

Table 1: Performance of anaphora resolution. (1S:
1st-person singular, 2S: 2nd-person singular, 3SG:
3rd-person singular gender, 3SN: 3rd-person singular
gender-neutral, Dep: Dependency, Dep-SO: Depen-
dency for subjects and objects.)

as Reddit user names have not been resolved in the
corpus. All possessive pronouns are replaced with
references suffixed with ’s (e.g., his ! Trump’s).

For evaluation, we assume that effective
anaphora resolution would make a locution more
“similar” to the annotated proposition. Hence,
we compare the similarities between a locution
and the annotated proposition before and after
anaphora resolution, using the following metrics:

• BLEU: Generic string similarity based on n-
grams (n = 1, 2, 3, 4).

• F1-score of dependency tuples: String sim-
ilarity based on dependencies. Less sensitive
than BLEU to the exact locations of words.

• F1-score of nsubj/dobj dependency tuples:
Rough semantic information pieces repre-
senting who did what to whom/what.

• F1-score of nouns: How accurately
anaphora resolution retrieves nouns (as our
anaphora resolution replaces only nouns).

Result
As shown in Table 1, blindly applying CoreNLP
(row 2) significantly hurts all similarity measures
(compared to row 1). In contrast, speaker resolu-
tion (row 3) plays a key role in improving all mea-
sures over original locutions, especially seman-
tic information (subject/object) and nouns. Addi-
tional resolution of hearers (row 4) does not help,
as you is used in a more general way than referring
specifically to the hearer.

Resolving 3rd-person gender pronouns (row 5)
further improves performance for semantic infor-
mation and noun retrieval over speaker resolution,
at the expense of slightly lower BLEU and depen-
dency similarites. Additional resolution of it, its,
and that turns out to rather hurt performance.

For argument mining, it may be desired to re-
solve as many anaphors as possible unless the

• Subtasks 
▶ 1p Sing: {I, my, me, mine} → speaker's name 
▶ 2p: {you, your, yours} → previous speaker's name 
▶ 3p Sing Gender: {he, his, him, she, her, hers} → CoreNLP 
▶ 3p Sing Gender-Neutral: {it, that} → CoreNLP

• Challenges: "You" / "it, that"
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speech content is an imperative; if so, extract
its propositional content.

6. Subject reconstruction: Reconstruct the
missing subject, if any, of the locution or
speech content.

7. Revision: Make additional adjustments nec-
essary for final propositions.

5 Method

In this section, we describe how to formulate the
task of each module as a computational problem,
and present various approaches with their perfor-
mance. Each module is evaluated separately on
the ground truth data, instead of using the result of
the previous module. This setting prevents error
propagation and helps to evaluate the performance
of each module more accurately. Some methods
we use are based on machine learning and thus
requires a split of training and test sets. Hence,
we randomly split the entire corpus into five folds
and conduct cross validation with the same folds
throughout the paper.

Extensive experiments are focused on anaphora
resolution, locution extraction, subject reconstruc-
tion, and revision. For the other modules, we
present baseline models or experimental sketches,
leaving room for improvement for future work.

5.1 Module: AnaphoraResolution

Anaphora resolution is based on Stanford
CoreNLP 3.8.0. Yet, blindly applying it induces
several challenges, such as incorrect resolution of
speakers/hearers (this information may be often
missing in the text), resolution of non-pronouns,
and errors inherent in the tool. To rectify these
challenges, we decompose the task into the
following subtasks.

• 1st-person singular: Replace I, my, me,
mine with the speaker’s name.

• 2nd-person singular: Replace you, your,
yours with the previous turn’s speaker name.

• 3rd-person singular gender: Resolve he,
his, him, she, her, hers using CoreNLP.

• 3rd-person singular gender-neutral: Re-
solve it, that using CoreNLP.

• 3rd-person plural: Resolve they, their, them,
theirs using CoreNLP.

Inaccurate anaphora resolution can rather distort
the original meaning of text. Hence, the goal here
is to find the best combination of the subtasks. The
first two subtasks are applied only to TV debates,

BLEU Dep Dep-SO Noun

Locution (no resol) 69.3 .651 .558 .714
CoreNLP 62.8 .617 .538 .704
1S 70.1 .657 .589 .748
1S+2S 69.7 .655 .583 .746
1S+3SG 69.3 .654 .601 .757
1S+3SG+3SN 68.5 .649 .592 .756

Table 1: Performance of anaphora resolution. (1S:
1st-person singular, 2S: 2nd-person singular, 3SG:
3rd-person singular gender, 3SN: 3rd-person singular
gender-neutral, Dep: Dependency, Dep-SO: Depen-
dency for subjects and objects.)

as Reddit user names have not been resolved in the
corpus. All possessive pronouns are replaced with
references suffixed with ’s (e.g., his ! Trump’s).

For evaluation, we assume that effective
anaphora resolution would make a locution more
“similar” to the annotated proposition. Hence,
we compare the similarities between a locution
and the annotated proposition before and after
anaphora resolution, using the following metrics:

• BLEU: Generic string similarity based on n-
grams (n = 1, 2, 3, 4).

• F1-score of dependency tuples: String sim-
ilarity based on dependencies. Less sensitive
than BLEU to the exact locations of words.

• F1-score of nsubj/dobj dependency tuples:
Rough semantic information pieces repre-
senting who did what to whom/what.

• F1-score of nouns: How accurately
anaphora resolution retrieves nouns (as our
anaphora resolution replaces only nouns).

Result
As shown in Table 1, blindly applying CoreNLP
(row 2) significantly hurts all similarity measures
(compared to row 1). In contrast, speaker resolu-
tion (row 3) plays a key role in improving all mea-
sures over original locutions, especially seman-
tic information (subject/object) and nouns. Addi-
tional resolution of hearers (row 4) does not help,
as you is used in a more general way than referring
specifically to the hearer.

Resolving 3rd-person gender pronouns (row 5)
further improves performance for semantic infor-
mation and noun retrieval over speaker resolution,
at the expense of slightly lower BLEU and depen-
dency similarites. Additional resolution of it, its,
and that turns out to rather hurt performance.

For argument mining, it may be desired to re-
solve as many anaphors as possible unless the

• Subtasks 
▶ 1p Sing: {I, my, me, mine} → speaker's name 
▶ 2p: {you, your, yours} → previous speaker's name 
▶ 3p Sing Gender: {he, his, him, she, her, hers} → CoreNLP 
▶ 3p Sing Gender-Neutral: {it, that} → CoreNLP

• Challenges: "You" / "it, that"
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Anaphora Resolu*on

• Similarity-based Metrics 
▶ BLEU 
▶ Dep: F1-score of dependency tuples 
▶ Dep-SO: Dep for subj/obj 
▶ Noun: F1-score of nouns
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speech content is an imperative; if so, extract
its propositional content.

6. Subject reconstruction: Reconstruct the
missing subject, if any, of the locution or
speech content.

7. Revision: Make additional adjustments nec-
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Result
As shown in Table 1, blindly applying CoreNLP
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(compared to row 1). In contrast, speaker resolu-
tion (row 3) plays a key role in improving all mea-
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tional resolution of hearers (row 4) does not help,
as you is used in a more general way than referring
specifically to the hearer.

Resolving 3rd-person gender pronouns (row 5)
further improves performance for semantic infor-
mation and noun retrieval over speaker resolution,
at the expense of slightly lower BLEU and depen-
dency similarites. Additional resolution of it, its,
and that turns out to rather hurt performance.

For argument mining, it may be desired to re-
solve as many anaphors as possible unless the
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Locu*on Extrac*on 
(ADU segmenta*on)

• Challenges  
▶ Whether to separate clauses/phrases that are back-to-back or split 

by a comma, and, but.
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Reported Speech Detec*on

• Challenges 
▶ Factuality: I thought reddit said that Paul was supposed to be the rational one here  
▶ Existence of speech content: He said that the second time anyway 
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Prec Recl F1

Regex

say, said 0.40 0.36 0.38
“, : 0.58 0.26 0.36
called, blamed, argued, insisted 0.58 0.04 0.07
All regex 0.44 0.59 0.51

BERT 0.63 0.52 0.57

• 278 / 8,008 locutions
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Ques*on Detec*on

• Challenges 
▶ Questions for emphasis: It also could just be somebody sitting there, ok?  
▶ Quoted question: You say to yourself, why didn’t they make the right deal?  
▶ Questions expressing confusion: Bernie?... Come again? 
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Prec Recl F1

Regex
? 0.75 0.94 0.83
what, why, how, can, do, ... 0.51 0.50 0.51
All regex 0.59 0.97 0.73

BERT 0.81 0.92 0.86

• 565 / 8,008 locutions
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Subject Reconstruc*on

• Identify a subject of each verb before locution extraction 
▶ Dependency relations: conjunct, auxiliary, copula, open clausal complement
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Prec BLEU-Reconst BLEU-Locution

.714 62.6 59.1

(a) Performance of subject reconstruction.

Reason %

Ill-formed sentence 25%
No subject in the sentence 25%
Trace mistake 20%
Complex sentence 10%
Phrasal/clausal subject 10%
Wrong antecedents of relative pronouns 10%

(b) Reasons for subject identification errors.

Table 7: Results of subject identification.

iary (aux/auxpass), copula (cop), and open clausal
complement (xcomp). The intuition is that this
new word and the current word are likely to have
the same subject. We repeat this process until
we find a subject or no more move is available.
The following dependency parse illustrates the in-
tuition, i.e., why wanted and send connected with
xcomp have the same subject. Examples of the
other relations are in Appendix B.

Sometimes a verb’s direct subject is a relative
pronoun, in which case we move to the word mod-
ified by the verb via the acl:relcl relation. How-
ever, which may often refer to a phrase or a clause,
and this method may not be able to capture that.

Result
We identified 96 locutions (1.2% of locutions) be-
ginning with a verb whose subject is identified to
be in the sentence yet outside the locution. We
focus on 73% of them whose subjects are recov-
ered in annotated propositions. Note that anno-
tated subjects can be lexically different from the
ones that are correctly identified by our method,
due to imperfect anaphora resolution. Hence, our
evaluation is based on manual comparison, check-
ing if identified subjects and annotated subjects re-
fer to the same thing/person.

As shown in Table 7a, the method identified
subjects correctly for 71% of the locutions. Ac-
cordingly, the BLEU score improved by 3.5, com-
pared to mere locutions. Table 7b breaks down
the reasons for errors. Sometimes the tracing
method made a mistake (20%) or failed to capture
a phrasal/clausal subject (10%). However, more

commonly, CoreNLP could not properly handle
sentences that are ill-formed (25%), missing a sub-
ject (25%), or too long/complex (10%). In some
cases, it incorrectly identified the antecedents of
relative pronouns (10%).

There exists other work that addresses recover-
ing elided materials in sentences using dependen-
cies (Schuster et al., 2018). Following some of
the work, it would be an interesting direction to
explore a richer set of dependency relations, such
as the enhanced dependencies (Schuster and Man-
ning, 2016).

5.8 Module: Revision
While the previous modules handle major tasks,
a processed locution may still need additional ad-
justments, including grammar correction. Hence,
the Revision module makes adjustments to a pro-
cessed locution and outputs proposition(s). This
task is formulated as a seq2seq problem, i.e., a
model automatically learns and decides how to
change the input, based on the data.

We explore two models: standard attention (Lu-
ong et al., 2015) and copy mechanism. Both
encode an input text using BiLSTM and decode
proposition(s) using LSTM. The attention model
computes the probability of a word being gen-
erated, using attention over the encoder’s hidden
states. It requires a lot of training data, whereas
we already know that most input words remain un-
changed. The copy model, on the other hand, de-
cides internally whether to copy an input word or
generate a new word. Informed by existing copy
mechanisms (Gu et al., 2016; Allamanis et al.,
2016), we developed a slight variant that worked
better on this task. The model and parameters are
explained in detail in Appendix C.

We use two evaluation metrics: BLEU and ex-
act match (percentage of outputs identical to the
annotated propositions). We exclude locutions of
reported speech and questions, to better focus on
this module’s performance. The baseline is to treat
each locution as a proposition without modifica-
tion. Accuracy is based on 5-fold CV.

Result
As shown in Table 8, the baseline (row 1) al-
ready achieves high performance, because locu-
tions are often very similar to the propositions ex-
tracted from them unless they are reported speech
or questions. For this reason, the attention model
(row 2) performs poorly, as it tends to make many
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The following dependency parse illustrates the in-
tuition, i.e., why wanted and send connected with
xcomp have the same subject. Examples of the
other relations are in Appendix B.

Sometimes a verb’s direct subject is a relative
pronoun, in which case we move to the word mod-
ified by the verb via the acl:relcl relation. How-
ever, which may often refer to a phrase or a clause,
and this method may not be able to capture that.

Result
We identified 96 locutions (1.2% of locutions) be-
ginning with a verb whose subject is identified to
be in the sentence yet outside the locution. We
focus on 73% of them whose subjects are recov-
ered in annotated propositions. Note that anno-
tated subjects can be lexically different from the
ones that are correctly identified by our method,
due to imperfect anaphora resolution. Hence, our
evaluation is based on manual comparison, check-
ing if identified subjects and annotated subjects re-
fer to the same thing/person.

As shown in Table 7a, the method identified
subjects correctly for 71% of the locutions. Ac-
cordingly, the BLEU score improved by 3.5, com-
pared to mere locutions. Table 7b breaks down
the reasons for errors. Sometimes the tracing
method made a mistake (20%) or failed to capture
a phrasal/clausal subject (10%). However, more

commonly, CoreNLP could not properly handle
sentences that are ill-formed (25%), missing a sub-
ject (25%), or too long/complex (10%). In some
cases, it incorrectly identified the antecedents of
relative pronouns (10%).

There exists other work that addresses recover-
ing elided materials in sentences using dependen-
cies (Schuster et al., 2018). Following some of
the work, it would be an interesting direction to
explore a richer set of dependency relations, such
as the enhanced dependencies (Schuster and Man-
ning, 2016).

5.8 Module: Revision
While the previous modules handle major tasks,
a processed locution may still need additional ad-
justments, including grammar correction. Hence,
the Revision module makes adjustments to a pro-
cessed locution and outputs proposition(s). This
task is formulated as a seq2seq problem, i.e., a
model automatically learns and decides how to
change the input, based on the data.

We explore two models: standard attention (Lu-
ong et al., 2015) and copy mechanism. Both
encode an input text using BiLSTM and decode
proposition(s) using LSTM. The attention model
computes the probability of a word being gen-
erated, using attention over the encoder’s hidden
states. It requires a lot of training data, whereas
we already know that most input words remain un-
changed. The copy model, on the other hand, de-
cides internally whether to copy an input word or
generate a new word. Informed by existing copy
mechanisms (Gu et al., 2016; Allamanis et al.,
2016), we developed a slight variant that worked
better on this task. The model and parameters are
explained in detail in Appendix C.

We use two evaluation metrics: BLEU and ex-
act match (percentage of outputs identical to the
annotated propositions). We exclude locutions of
reported speech and questions, to better focus on
this module’s performance. The baseline is to treat
each locution as a proposition without modifica-
tion. Accuracy is based on 5-fold CV.

Result
As shown in Table 8, the baseline (row 1) al-
ready achieves high performance, because locu-
tions are often very similar to the propositions ex-
tracted from them unless they are reported speech
or questions. For this reason, the attention model
(row 2) performs poorly, as it tends to make many

• 70 locutions (subject missing ⋂ annotated)
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generate a new word. Informed by existing copy
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change the input, based on the data.
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encode an input text using BiLSTM and decode
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computes the probability of a word being gen-
erated, using attention over the encoder’s hidden
states. It requires a lot of training data, whereas
we already know that most input words remain un-
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cides internally whether to copy an input word or
generate a new word. Informed by existing copy
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the same subject. We repeat this process until
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The following dependency parse illustrates the in-
tuition, i.e., why wanted and send connected with
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task is formulated as a seq2seq problem, i.e., a
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encode an input text using BiLSTM and decode
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computes the probability of a word being gen-
erated, using attention over the encoder’s hidden
states. It requires a lot of training data, whereas
we already know that most input words remain un-
changed. The copy model, on the other hand, de-
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generate a new word. Informed by existing copy
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or questions. For this reason, the attention model
(row 2) performs poorly, as it tends to make many
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(a) Performance of subject reconstruction.
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Ill-formed sentence 25%
No subject in the sentence 25%
Trace mistake 20%
Complex sentence 10%
Phrasal/clausal subject 10%
Wrong antecedents of relative pronouns 10%

(b) Reasons for subject identification errors.

Table 7: Results of subject identification.

iary (aux/auxpass), copula (cop), and open clausal
complement (xcomp). The intuition is that this
new word and the current word are likely to have
the same subject. We repeat this process until
we find a subject or no more move is available.
The following dependency parse illustrates the in-
tuition, i.e., why wanted and send connected with
xcomp have the same subject. Examples of the
other relations are in Appendix B.

Sometimes a verb’s direct subject is a relative
pronoun, in which case we move to the word mod-
ified by the verb via the acl:relcl relation. How-
ever, which may often refer to a phrase or a clause,
and this method may not be able to capture that.

Result
We identified 96 locutions (1.2% of locutions) be-
ginning with a verb whose subject is identified to
be in the sentence yet outside the locution. We
focus on 73% of them whose subjects are recov-
ered in annotated propositions. Note that anno-
tated subjects can be lexically different from the
ones that are correctly identified by our method,
due to imperfect anaphora resolution. Hence, our
evaluation is based on manual comparison, check-
ing if identified subjects and annotated subjects re-
fer to the same thing/person.

As shown in Table 7a, the method identified
subjects correctly for 71% of the locutions. Ac-
cordingly, the BLEU score improved by 3.5, com-
pared to mere locutions. Table 7b breaks down
the reasons for errors. Sometimes the tracing
method made a mistake (20%) or failed to capture
a phrasal/clausal subject (10%). However, more

commonly, CoreNLP could not properly handle
sentences that are ill-formed (25%), missing a sub-
ject (25%), or too long/complex (10%). In some
cases, it incorrectly identified the antecedents of
relative pronouns (10%).

There exists other work that addresses recover-
ing elided materials in sentences using dependen-
cies (Schuster et al., 2018). Following some of
the work, it would be an interesting direction to
explore a richer set of dependency relations, such
as the enhanced dependencies (Schuster and Man-
ning, 2016).

5.8 Module: Revision
While the previous modules handle major tasks,
a processed locution may still need additional ad-
justments, including grammar correction. Hence,
the Revision module makes adjustments to a pro-
cessed locution and outputs proposition(s). This
task is formulated as a seq2seq problem, i.e., a
model automatically learns and decides how to
change the input, based on the data.

We explore two models: standard attention (Lu-
ong et al., 2015) and copy mechanism. Both
encode an input text using BiLSTM and decode
proposition(s) using LSTM. The attention model
computes the probability of a word being gen-
erated, using attention over the encoder’s hidden
states. It requires a lot of training data, whereas
we already know that most input words remain un-
changed. The copy model, on the other hand, de-
cides internally whether to copy an input word or
generate a new word. Informed by existing copy
mechanisms (Gu et al., 2016; Allamanis et al.,
2016), we developed a slight variant that worked
better on this task. The model and parameters are
explained in detail in Appendix C.

We use two evaluation metrics: BLEU and ex-
act match (percentage of outputs identical to the
annotated propositions). We exclude locutions of
reported speech and questions, to better focus on
this module’s performance. The baseline is to treat
each locution as a proposition without modifica-
tion. Accuracy is based on 5-fold CV.

Result
As shown in Table 8, the baseline (row 1) al-
ready achieves high performance, because locu-
tions are often very similar to the propositions ex-
tracted from them unless they are reported speech
or questions. For this reason, the attention model
(row 2) performs poorly, as it tends to make many
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iary (aux/auxpass), copula (cop), and open clausal
complement (xcomp). The intuition is that this
new word and the current word are likely to have
the same subject. We repeat this process until
we find a subject or no more move is available.
The following dependency parse illustrates the in-
tuition, i.e., why wanted and send connected with
xcomp have the same subject. Examples of the
other relations are in Appendix B.

Sometimes a verb’s direct subject is a relative
pronoun, in which case we move to the word mod-
ified by the verb via the acl:relcl relation. How-
ever, which may often refer to a phrase or a clause,
and this method may not be able to capture that.

Result
We identified 96 locutions (1.2% of locutions) be-
ginning with a verb whose subject is identified to
be in the sentence yet outside the locution. We
focus on 73% of them whose subjects are recov-
ered in annotated propositions. Note that anno-
tated subjects can be lexically different from the
ones that are correctly identified by our method,
due to imperfect anaphora resolution. Hence, our
evaluation is based on manual comparison, check-
ing if identified subjects and annotated subjects re-
fer to the same thing/person.

As shown in Table 7a, the method identified
subjects correctly for 71% of the locutions. Ac-
cordingly, the BLEU score improved by 3.5, com-
pared to mere locutions. Table 7b breaks down
the reasons for errors. Sometimes the tracing
method made a mistake (20%) or failed to capture
a phrasal/clausal subject (10%). However, more

commonly, CoreNLP could not properly handle
sentences that are ill-formed (25%), missing a sub-
ject (25%), or too long/complex (10%). In some
cases, it incorrectly identified the antecedents of
relative pronouns (10%).

There exists other work that addresses recover-
ing elided materials in sentences using dependen-
cies (Schuster et al., 2018). Following some of
the work, it would be an interesting direction to
explore a richer set of dependency relations, such
as the enhanced dependencies (Schuster and Man-
ning, 2016).

5.8 Module: Revision
While the previous modules handle major tasks,
a processed locution may still need additional ad-
justments, including grammar correction. Hence,
the Revision module makes adjustments to a pro-
cessed locution and outputs proposition(s). This
task is formulated as a seq2seq problem, i.e., a
model automatically learns and decides how to
change the input, based on the data.

We explore two models: standard attention (Lu-
ong et al., 2015) and copy mechanism. Both
encode an input text using BiLSTM and decode
proposition(s) using LSTM. The attention model
computes the probability of a word being gen-
erated, using attention over the encoder’s hidden
states. It requires a lot of training data, whereas
we already know that most input words remain un-
changed. The copy model, on the other hand, de-
cides internally whether to copy an input word or
generate a new word. Informed by existing copy
mechanisms (Gu et al., 2016; Allamanis et al.,
2016), we developed a slight variant that worked
better on this task. The model and parameters are
explained in detail in Appendix C.

We use two evaluation metrics: BLEU and ex-
act match (percentage of outputs identical to the
annotated propositions). We exclude locutions of
reported speech and questions, to better focus on
this module’s performance. The baseline is to treat
each locution as a proposition without modifica-
tion. Accuracy is based on 5-fold CV.

Result
As shown in Table 8, the baseline (row 1) al-
ready achieves high performance, because locu-
tions are often very similar to the propositions ex-
tracted from them unless they are reported speech
or questions. For this reason, the attention model
(row 2) performs poorly, as it tends to make many
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we find a subject or no more move is available.
The following dependency parse illustrates the in-
tuition, i.e., why wanted and send connected with
xcomp have the same subject. Examples of the
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Sometimes a verb’s direct subject is a relative
pronoun, in which case we move to the word mod-
ified by the verb via the acl:relcl relation. How-
ever, which may often refer to a phrase or a clause,
and this method may not be able to capture that.

Result
We identified 96 locutions (1.2% of locutions) be-
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be in the sentence yet outside the locution. We
focus on 73% of them whose subjects are recov-
ered in annotated propositions. Note that anno-
tated subjects can be lexically different from the
ones that are correctly identified by our method,
due to imperfect anaphora resolution. Hence, our
evaluation is based on manual comparison, check-
ing if identified subjects and annotated subjects re-
fer to the same thing/person.

As shown in Table 7a, the method identified
subjects correctly for 71% of the locutions. Ac-
cordingly, the BLEU score improved by 3.5, com-
pared to mere locutions. Table 7b breaks down
the reasons for errors. Sometimes the tracing
method made a mistake (20%) or failed to capture
a phrasal/clausal subject (10%). However, more

commonly, CoreNLP could not properly handle
sentences that are ill-formed (25%), missing a sub-
ject (25%), or too long/complex (10%). In some
cases, it incorrectly identified the antecedents of
relative pronouns (10%).

There exists other work that addresses recover-
ing elided materials in sentences using dependen-
cies (Schuster et al., 2018). Following some of
the work, it would be an interesting direction to
explore a richer set of dependency relations, such
as the enhanced dependencies (Schuster and Man-
ning, 2016).

5.8 Module: Revision
While the previous modules handle major tasks,
a processed locution may still need additional ad-
justments, including grammar correction. Hence,
the Revision module makes adjustments to a pro-
cessed locution and outputs proposition(s). This
task is formulated as a seq2seq problem, i.e., a
model automatically learns and decides how to
change the input, based on the data.

We explore two models: standard attention (Lu-
ong et al., 2015) and copy mechanism. Both
encode an input text using BiLSTM and decode
proposition(s) using LSTM. The attention model
computes the probability of a word being gen-
erated, using attention over the encoder’s hidden
states. It requires a lot of training data, whereas
we already know that most input words remain un-
changed. The copy model, on the other hand, de-
cides internally whether to copy an input word or
generate a new word. Informed by existing copy
mechanisms (Gu et al., 2016; Allamanis et al.,
2016), we developed a slight variant that worked
better on this task. The model and parameters are
explained in detail in Appendix C.

We use two evaluation metrics: BLEU and ex-
act match (percentage of outputs identical to the
annotated propositions). We exclude locutions of
reported speech and questions, to better focus on
this module’s performance. The baseline is to treat
each locution as a proposition without modifica-
tion. Accuracy is based on 5-fold CV.

Result
As shown in Table 8, the baseline (row 1) al-
ready achieves high performance, because locu-
tions are often very similar to the propositions ex-
tracted from them unless they are reported speech
or questions. For this reason, the attention model
(row 2) performs poorly, as it tends to make many
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complement (xcomp). The intuition is that this
new word and the current word are likely to have
the same subject. We repeat this process until
we find a subject or no more move is available.
The following dependency parse illustrates the in-
tuition, i.e., why wanted and send connected with
xcomp have the same subject. Examples of the
other relations are in Appendix B.

Sometimes a verb’s direct subject is a relative
pronoun, in which case we move to the word mod-
ified by the verb via the acl:relcl relation. How-
ever, which may often refer to a phrase or a clause,
and this method may not be able to capture that.

Result
We identified 96 locutions (1.2% of locutions) be-
ginning with a verb whose subject is identified to
be in the sentence yet outside the locution. We
focus on 73% of them whose subjects are recov-
ered in annotated propositions. Note that anno-
tated subjects can be lexically different from the
ones that are correctly identified by our method,
due to imperfect anaphora resolution. Hence, our
evaluation is based on manual comparison, check-
ing if identified subjects and annotated subjects re-
fer to the same thing/person.

As shown in Table 7a, the method identified
subjects correctly for 71% of the locutions. Ac-
cordingly, the BLEU score improved by 3.5, com-
pared to mere locutions. Table 7b breaks down
the reasons for errors. Sometimes the tracing
method made a mistake (20%) or failed to capture
a phrasal/clausal subject (10%). However, more

commonly, CoreNLP could not properly handle
sentences that are ill-formed (25%), missing a sub-
ject (25%), or too long/complex (10%). In some
cases, it incorrectly identified the antecedents of
relative pronouns (10%).

There exists other work that addresses recover-
ing elided materials in sentences using dependen-
cies (Schuster et al., 2018). Following some of
the work, it would be an interesting direction to
explore a richer set of dependency relations, such
as the enhanced dependencies (Schuster and Man-
ning, 2016).

5.8 Module: Revision
While the previous modules handle major tasks,
a processed locution may still need additional ad-
justments, including grammar correction. Hence,
the Revision module makes adjustments to a pro-
cessed locution and outputs proposition(s). This
task is formulated as a seq2seq problem, i.e., a
model automatically learns and decides how to
change the input, based on the data.

We explore two models: standard attention (Lu-
ong et al., 2015) and copy mechanism. Both
encode an input text using BiLSTM and decode
proposition(s) using LSTM. The attention model
computes the probability of a word being gen-
erated, using attention over the encoder’s hidden
states. It requires a lot of training data, whereas
we already know that most input words remain un-
changed. The copy model, on the other hand, de-
cides internally whether to copy an input word or
generate a new word. Informed by existing copy
mechanisms (Gu et al., 2016; Allamanis et al.,
2016), we developed a slight variant that worked
better on this task. The model and parameters are
explained in detail in Appendix C.

We use two evaluation metrics: BLEU and ex-
act match (percentage of outputs identical to the
annotated propositions). We exclude locutions of
reported speech and questions, to better focus on
this module’s performance. The baseline is to treat
each locution as a proposition without modifica-
tion. Accuracy is based on 5-fold CV.

Result
As shown in Table 8, the baseline (row 1) al-
ready achieves high performance, because locu-
tions are often very similar to the propositions ex-
tracted from them unless they are reported speech
or questions. For this reason, the attention model
(row 2) performs poorly, as it tends to make many
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iary (aux/auxpass), copula (cop), and open clausal
complement (xcomp). The intuition is that this
new word and the current word are likely to have
the same subject. We repeat this process until
we find a subject or no more move is available.
The following dependency parse illustrates the in-
tuition, i.e., why wanted and send connected with
xcomp have the same subject. Examples of the
other relations are in Appendix B.

Sometimes a verb’s direct subject is a relative
pronoun, in which case we move to the word mod-
ified by the verb via the acl:relcl relation. How-
ever, which may often refer to a phrase or a clause,
and this method may not be able to capture that.

Result
We identified 96 locutions (1.2% of locutions) be-
ginning with a verb whose subject is identified to
be in the sentence yet outside the locution. We
focus on 73% of them whose subjects are recov-
ered in annotated propositions. Note that anno-
tated subjects can be lexically different from the
ones that are correctly identified by our method,
due to imperfect anaphora resolution. Hence, our
evaluation is based on manual comparison, check-
ing if identified subjects and annotated subjects re-
fer to the same thing/person.

As shown in Table 7a, the method identified
subjects correctly for 71% of the locutions. Ac-
cordingly, the BLEU score improved by 3.5, com-
pared to mere locutions. Table 7b breaks down
the reasons for errors. Sometimes the tracing
method made a mistake (20%) or failed to capture
a phrasal/clausal subject (10%). However, more

commonly, CoreNLP could not properly handle
sentences that are ill-formed (25%), missing a sub-
ject (25%), or too long/complex (10%). In some
cases, it incorrectly identified the antecedents of
relative pronouns (10%).

There exists other work that addresses recover-
ing elided materials in sentences using dependen-
cies (Schuster et al., 2018). Following some of
the work, it would be an interesting direction to
explore a richer set of dependency relations, such
as the enhanced dependencies (Schuster and Man-
ning, 2016).

5.8 Module: Revision
While the previous modules handle major tasks,
a processed locution may still need additional ad-
justments, including grammar correction. Hence,
the Revision module makes adjustments to a pro-
cessed locution and outputs proposition(s). This
task is formulated as a seq2seq problem, i.e., a
model automatically learns and decides how to
change the input, based on the data.

We explore two models: standard attention (Lu-
ong et al., 2015) and copy mechanism. Both
encode an input text using BiLSTM and decode
proposition(s) using LSTM. The attention model
computes the probability of a word being gen-
erated, using attention over the encoder’s hidden
states. It requires a lot of training data, whereas
we already know that most input words remain un-
changed. The copy model, on the other hand, de-
cides internally whether to copy an input word or
generate a new word. Informed by existing copy
mechanisms (Gu et al., 2016; Allamanis et al.,
2016), we developed a slight variant that worked
better on this task. The model and parameters are
explained in detail in Appendix C.

We use two evaluation metrics: BLEU and ex-
act match (percentage of outputs identical to the
annotated propositions). We exclude locutions of
reported speech and questions, to better focus on
this module’s performance. The baseline is to treat
each locution as a proposition without modifica-
tion. Accuracy is based on 5-fold CV.

Result
As shown in Table 8, the baseline (row 1) al-
ready achieves high performance, because locu-
tions are often very similar to the propositions ex-
tracted from them unless they are reported speech
or questions. For this reason, the attention model
(row 2) performs poorly, as it tends to make many
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iary (aux/auxpass), copula (cop), and open clausal
complement (xcomp). The intuition is that this
new word and the current word are likely to have
the same subject. We repeat this process until
we find a subject or no more move is available.
The following dependency parse illustrates the in-
tuition, i.e., why wanted and send connected with
xcomp have the same subject. Examples of the
other relations are in Appendix B.

Sometimes a verb’s direct subject is a relative
pronoun, in which case we move to the word mod-
ified by the verb via the acl:relcl relation. How-
ever, which may often refer to a phrase or a clause,
and this method may not be able to capture that.

Result
We identified 96 locutions (1.2% of locutions) be-
ginning with a verb whose subject is identified to
be in the sentence yet outside the locution. We
focus on 73% of them whose subjects are recov-
ered in annotated propositions. Note that anno-
tated subjects can be lexically different from the
ones that are correctly identified by our method,
due to imperfect anaphora resolution. Hence, our
evaluation is based on manual comparison, check-
ing if identified subjects and annotated subjects re-
fer to the same thing/person.

As shown in Table 7a, the method identified
subjects correctly for 71% of the locutions. Ac-
cordingly, the BLEU score improved by 3.5, com-
pared to mere locutions. Table 7b breaks down
the reasons for errors. Sometimes the tracing
method made a mistake (20%) or failed to capture
a phrasal/clausal subject (10%). However, more

commonly, CoreNLP could not properly handle
sentences that are ill-formed (25%), missing a sub-
ject (25%), or too long/complex (10%). In some
cases, it incorrectly identified the antecedents of
relative pronouns (10%).

There exists other work that addresses recover-
ing elided materials in sentences using dependen-
cies (Schuster et al., 2018). Following some of
the work, it would be an interesting direction to
explore a richer set of dependency relations, such
as the enhanced dependencies (Schuster and Man-
ning, 2016).

5.8 Module: Revision
While the previous modules handle major tasks,
a processed locution may still need additional ad-
justments, including grammar correction. Hence,
the Revision module makes adjustments to a pro-
cessed locution and outputs proposition(s). This
task is formulated as a seq2seq problem, i.e., a
model automatically learns and decides how to
change the input, based on the data.

We explore two models: standard attention (Lu-
ong et al., 2015) and copy mechanism. Both
encode an input text using BiLSTM and decode
proposition(s) using LSTM. The attention model
computes the probability of a word being gen-
erated, using attention over the encoder’s hidden
states. It requires a lot of training data, whereas
we already know that most input words remain un-
changed. The copy model, on the other hand, de-
cides internally whether to copy an input word or
generate a new word. Informed by existing copy
mechanisms (Gu et al., 2016; Allamanis et al.,
2016), we developed a slight variant that worked
better on this task. The model and parameters are
explained in detail in Appendix C.

We use two evaluation metrics: BLEU and ex-
act match (percentage of outputs identical to the
annotated propositions). We exclude locutions of
reported speech and questions, to better focus on
this module’s performance. The baseline is to treat
each locution as a proposition without modifica-
tion. Accuracy is based on 5-fold CV.

Result
As shown in Table 8, the baseline (row 1) al-
ready achieves high performance, because locu-
tions are often very similar to the propositions ex-
tracted from them unless they are reported speech
or questions. For this reason, the attention model
(row 2) performs poorly, as it tends to make many
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iary (aux/auxpass), copula (cop), and open clausal
complement (xcomp). The intuition is that this
new word and the current word are likely to have
the same subject. We repeat this process until
we find a subject or no more move is available.
The following dependency parse illustrates the in-
tuition, i.e., why wanted and send connected with
xcomp have the same subject. Examples of the
other relations are in Appendix B.

Sometimes a verb’s direct subject is a relative
pronoun, in which case we move to the word mod-
ified by the verb via the acl:relcl relation. How-
ever, which may often refer to a phrase or a clause,
and this method may not be able to capture that.

Result
We identified 96 locutions (1.2% of locutions) be-
ginning with a verb whose subject is identified to
be in the sentence yet outside the locution. We
focus on 73% of them whose subjects are recov-
ered in annotated propositions. Note that anno-
tated subjects can be lexically different from the
ones that are correctly identified by our method,
due to imperfect anaphora resolution. Hence, our
evaluation is based on manual comparison, check-
ing if identified subjects and annotated subjects re-
fer to the same thing/person.

As shown in Table 7a, the method identified
subjects correctly for 71% of the locutions. Ac-
cordingly, the BLEU score improved by 3.5, com-
pared to mere locutions. Table 7b breaks down
the reasons for errors. Sometimes the tracing
method made a mistake (20%) or failed to capture
a phrasal/clausal subject (10%). However, more

commonly, CoreNLP could not properly handle
sentences that are ill-formed (25%), missing a sub-
ject (25%), or too long/complex (10%). In some
cases, it incorrectly identified the antecedents of
relative pronouns (10%).

There exists other work that addresses recover-
ing elided materials in sentences using dependen-
cies (Schuster et al., 2018). Following some of
the work, it would be an interesting direction to
explore a richer set of dependency relations, such
as the enhanced dependencies (Schuster and Man-
ning, 2016).

5.8 Module: Revision
While the previous modules handle major tasks,
a processed locution may still need additional ad-
justments, including grammar correction. Hence,
the Revision module makes adjustments to a pro-
cessed locution and outputs proposition(s). This
task is formulated as a seq2seq problem, i.e., a
model automatically learns and decides how to
change the input, based on the data.

We explore two models: standard attention (Lu-
ong et al., 2015) and copy mechanism. Both
encode an input text using BiLSTM and decode
proposition(s) using LSTM. The attention model
computes the probability of a word being gen-
erated, using attention over the encoder’s hidden
states. It requires a lot of training data, whereas
we already know that most input words remain un-
changed. The copy model, on the other hand, de-
cides internally whether to copy an input word or
generate a new word. Informed by existing copy
mechanisms (Gu et al., 2016; Allamanis et al.,
2016), we developed a slight variant that worked
better on this task. The model and parameters are
explained in detail in Appendix C.

We use two evaluation metrics: BLEU and ex-
act match (percentage of outputs identical to the
annotated propositions). We exclude locutions of
reported speech and questions, to better focus on
this module’s performance. The baseline is to treat
each locution as a proposition without modifica-
tion. Accuracy is based on 5-fold CV.

Result
As shown in Table 8, the baseline (row 1) al-
ready achieves high performance, because locu-
tions are often very similar to the propositions ex-
tracted from them unless they are reported speech
or questions. For this reason, the attention model
(row 2) performs poorly, as it tends to make many
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complement (xcomp). The intuition is that this
new word and the current word are likely to have
the same subject. We repeat this process until
we find a subject or no more move is available.
The following dependency parse illustrates the in-
tuition, i.e., why wanted and send connected with
xcomp have the same subject. Examples of the
other relations are in Appendix B.

Sometimes a verb’s direct subject is a relative
pronoun, in which case we move to the word mod-
ified by the verb via the acl:relcl relation. How-
ever, which may often refer to a phrase or a clause,
and this method may not be able to capture that.

Result
We identified 96 locutions (1.2% of locutions) be-
ginning with a verb whose subject is identified to
be in the sentence yet outside the locution. We
focus on 73% of them whose subjects are recov-
ered in annotated propositions. Note that anno-
tated subjects can be lexically different from the
ones that are correctly identified by our method,
due to imperfect anaphora resolution. Hence, our
evaluation is based on manual comparison, check-
ing if identified subjects and annotated subjects re-
fer to the same thing/person.

As shown in Table 7a, the method identified
subjects correctly for 71% of the locutions. Ac-
cordingly, the BLEU score improved by 3.5, com-
pared to mere locutions. Table 7b breaks down
the reasons for errors. Sometimes the tracing
method made a mistake (20%) or failed to capture
a phrasal/clausal subject (10%). However, more

commonly, CoreNLP could not properly handle
sentences that are ill-formed (25%), missing a sub-
ject (25%), or too long/complex (10%). In some
cases, it incorrectly identified the antecedents of
relative pronouns (10%).

There exists other work that addresses recover-
ing elided materials in sentences using dependen-
cies (Schuster et al., 2018). Following some of
the work, it would be an interesting direction to
explore a richer set of dependency relations, such
as the enhanced dependencies (Schuster and Man-
ning, 2016).

5.8 Module: Revision
While the previous modules handle major tasks,
a processed locution may still need additional ad-
justments, including grammar correction. Hence,
the Revision module makes adjustments to a pro-
cessed locution and outputs proposition(s). This
task is formulated as a seq2seq problem, i.e., a
model automatically learns and decides how to
change the input, based on the data.

We explore two models: standard attention (Lu-
ong et al., 2015) and copy mechanism. Both
encode an input text using BiLSTM and decode
proposition(s) using LSTM. The attention model
computes the probability of a word being gen-
erated, using attention over the encoder’s hidden
states. It requires a lot of training data, whereas
we already know that most input words remain un-
changed. The copy model, on the other hand, de-
cides internally whether to copy an input word or
generate a new word. Informed by existing copy
mechanisms (Gu et al., 2016; Allamanis et al.,
2016), we developed a slight variant that worked
better on this task. The model and parameters are
explained in detail in Appendix C.

We use two evaluation metrics: BLEU and ex-
act match (percentage of outputs identical to the
annotated propositions). We exclude locutions of
reported speech and questions, to better focus on
this module’s performance. The baseline is to treat
each locution as a proposition without modifica-
tion. Accuracy is based on 5-fold CV.

Result
As shown in Table 8, the baseline (row 1) al-
ready achieves high performance, because locu-
tions are often very similar to the propositions ex-
tracted from them unless they are reported speech
or questions. For this reason, the attention model
(row 2) performs poorly, as it tends to make many

Prec BLEU-Reconst BLEU-Locution

.714 62.6 59.1

(a) Performance of subject reconstruction.

Reason %

Ill-formed sentence 25%
No subject in the sentence 25%
Trace mistake 20%
Complex sentence 10%
Phrasal/clausal subject 10%
Wrong antecedents of relative pronouns 10%

(b) Reasons for subject identification errors.

Table 7: Results of subject identification.
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Revision

• Standard attention model 
▶ Requires much data 

• Copy model 
▶ Computes the probability of an output word being copied from input
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BLEU Exact

Locution 75.5 .473
Attention 47.2 .124
Copy 76.2 .493
Copy (short) 76.6 .501

Table 8: Performance of revision.

unnecessary adjustments to input locutions. The
copy model (row 3) performs significantly better
than the attention model, but sometimes it could
not handle long input texts and generated irrele-
vant content toward the end of an output. Leaving
long input texts (25+ words) unmodified (row 4)
slightly improved performance. Overall, the im-
provement over the baseline is rather modest.

The most notable and useful role of the copy
model is correcting a verb case that was left incor-
rect due to anaphora resolution (e.g., cooper want
to ! cooper wants to, webb have had ! webb
has had). This behavior is quite desirable. The
model also sometimes removed non-propositional
content and changed a person’s first name to the
full name as reflected in annotations. In general,
the roles of the model remain lexical conversion
rather than semantic conversion.

We found that the differences between gen-
erated and annotated propositions are derived
mainly from unresolved non-personal anaphors
(e.g., it, this, that). Furthermore, annotators some-
times insert omitted verb phrases (e.g., You should.
! You should clinge to capitalism.; not hard to do
! not hard to dominate). Such semantic informa-
tion is not recovered by the current copy model.

6 Conclusion

Our decomposition of the proposition extraction
task has yielded that: (i) anaphora resolution is
crucial for recovering the semantic information
of propositions, and the main bottleneck is to re-
solve 2nd-person singular and 3rd-person gender-
neutral pronouns; (ii) locution boundaries are of-
ten confused around clause boundaries; (iii) de-
tecting reported speech and speech content suffers
poor accuracy with pattern matching. These tasks,
along with question detection, reveal the need for
sophisticated feature combinations for satisfactory
results, and we may need additional training data;
(iv) for subject reconstruction, the tracing method
is fairly effective, and the accuracy is bounded
mainly by the robustness of dependency parsing to
ill-formed and complex sentences; (v) the final re-

vision with a seq2seq model remains mostly gram-
mar error correction, and substantial semantic re-
vision may require significantly different models.

Though we are starting to explore the chal-
lenges facing complete reconstruction of propo-
sitions from natural argumentative discourse, our
cascade model already demonstrates improvement
over locutions (ADUs) in several modules for this
understudied yet crucial task in argument mining.

We are currently working on systematic extrac-
tion of propositional content from questions and
imperatives, and evaluation of the entire cascade
model as a whole. Our future direction is to use
extracted propositions to develop argument min-
ing models that identify nuanced types of proposi-
tional relations informed by argumentation theory.
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Conclusion

• Introduced the problem of extracting complete propositions 
• Formulated the problem as 7 main tasks (modules) 
• Demonstrated that our models obtain semantically improved propositions, 

compared to original locutions 
• Identified several NLP challenges in this problem (summarized in the paper) 

• Working on systemic extraction of propositional contents from questions and 
imperatives 

• Using propositions for identifying nuanced types of propositional relations
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